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The book that&#x92;s all about YOU, your emotions, and this turbulent world in which you must now

find your way Since our world changed so suddenly on September 11th, and with subsequent

events still unfolding, Christine DeLorey&#x92;s LIFE CYCLES Your Emotional Journey To

Freedom And Happiness, has taken on a new and illuminating relevance. Through her profound

knowledge of numerology, Christine speaks of the new millennium as a cycle of time in which real

and lasting peace can only come from understanding and healing our emotions. This, she explains,

holds the same importance as understanding and healing the mind, body, and spirit. With an

emphasis on finding our way to peace, her 22 years of research have resulted in this unique and

groundbreaking book which addresses the chaotic and emotional times in which we are now living -

and the part we are all playing in determining the direction humanity is about to take. (See Part 3 -

LIFE, LOVE & LIBERTY IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM) She also describes, explicitly, how your

personal numerology cycles influence your emotions, relationships, career, money, health, security

and your awareness of today&#x92;s realities. This extraordinary book is your personal month-by

month, year-by-year roadmap to whatever the future brings. (See Part 1 - DESTINY NUMBERS and

PART 2 - YOUR JOURNEY)
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Recently I came across "Life Cycles - Your Emotional Journey To Freedom And Happiness by

Christine DeLorey." As soon as I started to read Christine's work, it became clear to me that she has

been able to synthesize a deep understanding of Numerology with a rich sense of spirituality,



psychology, and human nature. Christine's observations are not only insightful and accurate, they

provide practical, helpful suggestions to work with the energies of a given moment. For example, as

I write this review, I happen to be in the middle of a "4 Year - 9 Month". Her description of the

challenging energies that I'm working with right now are right on. And, her specific suggestions on

how to effectively use these energies are proving to be very helpful. Warm congratulations to

Christine for a book that will touch many lives in a positive and empowering way.

Truly the way for us to understand and accept others is to understand and accept ourselves. And

then, because we are all different, it helps to use some of the gifts of synchronicity to understand

how our experiences can flow through cycles ... this book makes these understandings clear and

rich and accessible.The book is a keeper. It is the kind of book you can consult for your own cycles

and the cycles of others as a way to understand life as process.Christine DeLorey's emphasis on

emotional literacy, free choice, responsibility, and the healing role of feelings is, for me, the unique

contribution she makes in her numerology. People can also find her website by entering Creative

Numerology in the search engine. There she shares her work in a way that allows visitors to do a

quick check on their destiny numbers ... in case things aren't going your way at work at the moment

... a little reading and your perspective, balance, and inspiration return ...

I fell in love with Christine DeLorey's book, Life Cylces! Her explanation of numerology enabled me

to understand the ever-occuring cycles that we are all a part of and how we can best utilize those

energies. It is a fantastic book to have on hand when you are wanting guidance with where you are

at in your journey through everyday life. What makes her book so unique and truly visionary is that

Christine has coupled her knowledge of numerolgoy with an incredibly profound wisdom and

intuitive understanding of emotions and the role they play in human evolution. She clearly shows us

the next landscape we need to journey into to reap the rewards we are all looking for. I find this

book to be wonderfully accepting and nourishing of the deepest part of us.

I received this book as a birthday present from a dear friend who has been following Christine

DeLorey's work for years. Until I read it for myself, it didn't occur to me that numbers affected us all

on such a deep and emotional level, but the impact it had on my perception of life, and on my life

itself, was profound. Everything changed: my relationships with my husband and my teenage son

and daughter, my relationships with friends and coworkers, and best of all my relationship with

myself. Each chapter is like a monthly coaching session in which I feel increasingly better about



myself and the poeple that make up my world. I would go as far as saying that this book has helped

me realize that I didn't know just how deeply I was able to love. Life Cycles is written in such a

down-to-earth, real, and caring style, and each time I read it I learn something new. It is the finest

gift I have ever received.

Life Cycles may just become a classic among numerology literature, though it is not your typical

book on numerology! This is a great source to refer to every month of every year, for years to come.

It is beautifully written, highly comprehensive and intuitive, a gem to have. I cannot recommend it

highly enough.

I find this book to be such a good tool for self-analysis and working through hurts from the past. It

gives you a different lens to see yourself, your situation, and the world around you through. That

new vantage point is very helpful for learning how to let go of things that no longer are useful to your

growth and seeing strengths you didn't know you had or that the people around you have.Very cool

resource! DeLorey's website is also great: [...]

"Life Cycles..." is continually enlightening as a personal numerology guide. Christine Delorey

imparts a sense of having written this book just for the reader, personally, with each passing month

and year, providing insight into forecasts relating to emotional experiences.She writes with amazing

accuracy and provides the reader the opportunity to delve into the past in order to respond

objectively to the future. This book is a "must read" for those who are looking for wisdom and

guidance in the most personal aspects of their lives.

This is the first book about numerology I bought. And I don't regret it. The delineations of the destiny

numbers and the detailed year cycles made me perplex. How can just a number reveal so much

and be so true ?? Awesome !!
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